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AROUND AUSTRALIA
On the 11th August I left Newcastle,
New South Wales., in my Airborne
Buzzard Trike in an attempt to be the
first person to circumnavigate
Australia. As you may recall from part
one I had made my way up the east
coast of Australia, been stranded on a
remote beach on Cape York and was
on my way again over the green
Atherton tablelands of Northern
Queensland. I pick up the story on the
10th October 1988 about 55 hours
flying time into the trip.
My host on the Atherton Tablelands
was Peter Grimsley. Peter is a retired
ABC technician, and has a smallholding where he runs an air park and
his Maxair Drifter Ultralight. Some
would call Peter eccentric, but to me,
he and his wife Val boast an idyllic
lifestyle away from city life. Peter
spends his days tinkering around with
the vast assortment of old machines
and vehicles whilst Val pursues her
passionforsculptures. During my brief
stays in out-back places I met many
great couples with a sort of empathy
I guess
city couples often lack.
isolation is no place for unsteady
relationships. I loved meeting and
staying with fun loving people like this,
so in tune with each other.
Flying off the Atherton Tablelands the
scenery changed dramatically and the
weather became hotter and drier. This
was the Australia I had read about and
seen on the Skippy show back in
England ; dusty scrub caUle country.
The bush scrub was a revelation to me,
naively I expected a few tufts which I
could land upon should an emergency
arise, instead I was faced with huge
bushes and the road the only possible
option for a safe out landing. This was
the case for the whole of my flight
across northern Australia.
On the way to Karumba I stopped at
Mount Surprise and Georgetown.
Getting fuel to my trike (orviceversa in
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this case) was a problem but the local
police were very sympathetic and
helpful. At Georgetown I landed in a
paddock just outside town and was met
by a pair of Hells Angels, from Victoria,
who were prospecting for gold with
metal detectors.
They were
breathtaken by the Trike and had never
seen anything quite like it. Their
greeting consisted of, "Hey man, far
out, where did you come from? From
Sydney, wow dig that brother this dood
has come from Sydney on this
machine. What's it like up there man?
it must be like riding a bike in another
dimension, far out"! They hung on my
every word and when they thought of
the gold prospecting site they could
find with it, I could have sold the Trike
on the spot.
The approach to Karumba is the most
spectacular series of meandering
rivers and swamps I have ever seen. If
that place is not teaming with crocs
then I'll eat my helmet. I didn't fancy
going down there so I went out of my
way to follow the road. Karumba is a
fishing town, but being mid-season the
town was quiet and most of the boats
were out at sea. I met an all women
boat crew who made me feel quite
nervous; forget the sharks, these are
the man eaters. I took a day oft, hired
an aluminium dinghy and spent the day
cruising the rivers and fishing.
Flying west towards Burketown, the
roads became dirt and the cou ntry very
dry and dusty. I made a decision on the
way to Karumba not to fly in the middle
of the day. I opted for very early starts,
first light, and to be on the ground
before the dust devils (willy willy's) got
going.
Never underestimate the
conditions.
While landing at
Amraynald Station at 9 .30 am. a dust
devil broke oft their dirt runaway whilst
I was at 50ft. and about to land. Luckily
I was able to avoid it. Who wold have
thought that such strong and turbulent
convection currents would get going
1989

that early! On landing I was warmly
greeted by Oscar Remfrey and his
family and treated to a real outback
breakfast of steak and eggs. The steak
was cut from the whole cow that
greeted you on opening the
refrigerator. Oscar told me about the
isolation during the wet season and
mustering methods forthe cattle. That
evening I was invited by Oscar to go to
a party at Escott Station, famous for its
Barramundi fishing . I received a great
welcome and was given a superb meal
of barbecued barramundi wings. I was
even able to buy some fuel. A perfect
day, I slept well under the stars and
wondered what joys tomorrow would
bring.
I was getting in to a routine, up at 5.00
am. and intheairby6.00. I loved being
in the airto watch the sum come up, the
air is crisp, cold and smooth. I can't
think of a better way to start the day.
Leaving Escott I was looking for the
"Morning Glory", a bank of low level
rolling cloud that comes in from the
sea, peculiar only to the Gulf country.
I was probably fortunate not to see it. It
has been known to gobble up aircraft!
I made good progress and stopped for
fuel at Devils Gate Roadhouse and
Wollogorang Station . I had an insight
into the problems of T.B. eradication.
Many stations were being de-stocked
as a result of demands from the USA
beef market.
A team of three
helicopters, each with a department of
primary industries marksman,
attempted to spot and shoot all
remaining cattle in an area over twice
the size of Wales. The cost is
enormous and the task appeared futile
given the density of the scrub and the
number of broken fences between
neighbouring stations.
Contrary to what ·I had previously
imagined, flying without a ground crew
was becoming easier the more remote
I went.
It seemed that 90% of

properties had dirt air strips and fuel
was easy to find . . I was making good
progress , having the time of my life and
meeting fascinating people.
I continued across to Daly Waters with
stops at Borroloola and Tanumbirin
Station. I knew Daly Waters was not a
licenced airstrip and expected another
dirt runway. I thought I was in the
wrong place when I saw the huge
tarmac runway and series of hangars
all left over from the days when
international flights to Sydney needed
a fuel stop. However, the buildings
were derelict and deserted; all that
remained in the open main hangar was
a few old car spares and a smashed up
Skyhook Scout Ultralight. I got fuel
from the pub down thE.
road but two stroke oil
was a problem solved
by the local publican
who owned a two stroke
speed boat. I ate at the
pub and slept in the
Hangar at the airfield.

overtightening and change of climate,
the temperature was over 40°C and the
timber prop had swollen. I had no
spares but spent the morning with Alan
Williams at his local garage modifying
some engine bolts from an old Toyota
to hold the prop on until my
replacements, ordered from Airborne,
arrived in Darwin. I never ceased to be
amazed at what a bush mechanic can
cobble up from a pile of scrap, an old
farm lathe and then charge only five
bucks.
Like me, they love the
challenge of making something work
and getting out of a "sticky" situation.
I obtained permission from the Senior
Air Traffic controller to fly through
RAAF Tindall's airspace at first light.

Dealing with the military, obviously
trained in the art of decision making,
made an enlightening change from the
treatment given to me by the Civil
Aviation Authorities. I stopped in Pine
Creek overnight, met up with a fellow
trike pilot, Rob, who kindly borrowed
some welding gear from the gold mine
where he worked and fixed a small
crack in my exhaust.
In Darwin, my trike was looked after by
the local Ultralight club based at
Noonamah. Around the airstrip was
evidence ofthe power of the su n and its
effects on modern fabrics . A retired
five year old Ultralight with Dacron
wings was a sorry sight with it's one
taught, bright wing covering faded and
reduced to rice paper. I then
made a mental note to keep
rr,ywing out ofthe sun where
at all possible.
Darwin was another major
stopping point, my special
treat was five days away
from the trike. I met up with
an old friend and ABC
journalist, Larry Anderson,
who showed me the bright
lights of the Northern
Territory capital. I had a
great time at parties, night
clubs and sight seeing . The
day I left called a press day,
and as usual local TV news
and newspapers turned up
to cover my story. I thought
of my trip as a mission to
educate the public on the
advances in Ultralight safety
and reliability. It isn't often
that Ultralight movement
gets positive publicity; so I
avoided telling press about
minor breakdowns etc. The
mention of one slight
problem was always noted
and always found its way
into their article.

The journey north to
Darwin was marred by
headwinds
but
I
decided to press on. I
was afraid of an early
wet season.
I had
heard a great deal
about the Mataranka
hot springs, so I
stopped there for fuel.
During the heat of the
day I had a habit of
glancing over my
machine to see if any
problems were arising.
While looking around
the engine the propeller
bolts appeared fine, but
when I twisted them
they came out. To my
horror, I discovered that
four out of the six
propeller bolts had
sheared off and by
some miracle the
remaining two had held.
This was
almost
certainly due to a
combination
of

Chris Brandon and Shane Duncan prepare the trike before ~f1e
start of the trip. Taken at the old Airborne factory, July 1988.
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I flew south from Darwin via
spectacular
Kakadu
National Park. I took a day
off and went on a four wheel
drive Safari into the heart of
the park.
The array of
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starts whilst the wind was
down and gained a painfully
small mileage each day. I
was kept sane by the
scenery, great beaches and
relatively smooth air coming
from off the sea.

wildlife and the contrast
between the dry, flat scrub
and the green forested
escarpment held me in total
awe.
Obtaining fuel and finding
landing strips on the next leg
of the trip to Broome, was a
worry. I was forced to fly
south of the Kimberly
mountain range, landing at
Victoria River, right next to
the meatworks. I spent a day
with Carl who showed me the
whole process from cows to
steaks. I was fascinated by
the speed of the butchers
and the skill of their knife
work. I wondered how they
managed to keep their
fingers intact. Needless to
say, I had steak fortea, steak
for breakfast and steak for
lunch.!
Imagine my shock at Lake
Argyle low on fuel and no
airstrip . I had got used to
most properties having
landing strips and couldn't
believe my eyes when I
found they had gone. I was
forced to land on a dirt track
behind a huge hill - no problem. Lake
Argyle, south east of Kanunurra is a
wholly man made reservoir biggerthan
Sydney Harbour. It is a vast source of
water with facilities for Hydro Electric
power generation. Built at great cost in
1983 it is a great asset to the area. I
spend a very enjoyable time relaxing
around the pool in this resort.
Before reaching Broome I refuelled at
variou s roadhouses and at one I had an
extraordinary chance meeting with a
buddy of an old girlfriend. Jo Scott and
her husband David had recently been
appointed managers of EIIendle
Homestead. Jo had come to Australia,
like me, on a working holiday and she
met David whilst working as a Jillaroo
on another cattle station. Some would
wonder why she had given up her
comparatively
safe middle class
English existence for the lonely and
almost unbearable hot, dry, outback.
6
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I had another memorable
evening on Nita Downs
Station with Jack and Jean
Elezovitch . They too had
trouble with TB infected
cattle and Jack made the
brave decision to completely
re-stock.
He now uses a tiny portion of
his huge station for market
gardening and reckons he
made more money doing
this than he ever did with
cattle.

She developed a passion for the
outback, something you just have to
feel and see to understand. Station life
is all consuming and very appealing in
a strange sort of way.
Despite being a small town and having
a small airport, Broome is a boom town
and has a very busy airport. I kept my
trike 30km out of town at Roebuck
Roadhouse. I set myself up at a local
camp site and spent the next three
days playing the tourist on a hired
bicycle.
The weather had been
superb, I could not remember going for
so long without seeing rain . I still
needed my ti ny tent, now it was to keep
the mosquitoes away.
Whilst in Broome, I watched the
weather patterns carefully and it
became apparent that I would be
heading straight into moderate south
westerlies . I pressed on with early
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I had to circumnavigate
rather large areas of
controlled airspace at
Dampier and Port Headland
heading out into "bad" flying
country.
My trike was
running like a dream, firing
up first time in the mornings
and coping admirably with
the assorted landing fields I
found. I was developing a
confidence in my machine even in
remote and dangerous countryside.
Finding fuel and hospitality in Western
Australia was proving to be much like
the Northern Territory.
Travelling down the west coast the
weather appeared to follow a five day
pattern of westerly winds working their
way around to the S/E and then finally
easterly (or if I was really lucky a north
easterly) for one day. I flew small
distances on the headwind days and
up to 8 hou rs on the easterly or N/E
days. This way I made my progress
south via numerous roadhouses,
Goldsworthy mining township,
Carnarvon and Monkey Mia to see the
famous Dolphins.
I stayed a few days at Monkey Mia and
met up with some Perth based artists
Stuart, Sue, Chris, Christine and
Fiona. They were straight out of a

Famous Five book.
Armed with
nothing more than a bright blue
glorified tow rope and some huge
hooks we decided to go shark fishing.
Sharks are incredibly strong and
appear to bite at anything within their
vicinity. We were thigh deep in the
water periodically running forthe shore
like giggling maniacs. We caught five,
the local fishermen amused by our
tactics showed us how the fillet the fish
- yet ironically we had the better catch.
We had shark curry the first night and
shark steaks the second , delicious.
My trike had been on a long run with
little maintenance. The rectifier had
broken damaging both my radios and
leaving me with no instruments except
an altimeter. The next part of my
journey is typical of my good fortune
throughout the trip. Having arrived in
Dongara I rang Airborne and arranged
for spares to be sent to Lindsay
Mannix, an airborne trike owner who
lived in Perth.
I took off the next day and had a superb
tailwind , this was to be one of the most
memorable flights of the trip. Being the
first week of the cray fishing season,
the sea was littered with tiny fishing
boats harvesting a bumper catch.
Clear seas, vast sandy beaches, reefs,
sun, smooth air and a tail wind; this
was my sort of place. Tiny fishing
villages dotted along the coastline,
about half had dirt airstrips and I
yearned to stop. The going was so
good I flew off my maps and quickly
realized I could make Perth that day.
Perth is one of the few places
enlightened enough to have a light
aircraft corridor, that allowed me to fly
coastal without mixing with
commercial aircraft. I was enthralled
by my birds-eye view of the city of Perth
and Freemantle. Without a map
landing near Lindsays place was a hit
and miss affair but after 20 minutes of
flying past Freemantle I picked a good
looking paddock.
On landing I
discovered that Lindsay not only lived a
mere mile away hut was also an
electronics wizard who could fix my
radios and instruments.

Unbeknown to me my stay in Perth had
been completely organised by my
girlfriend Robyn back in Sydney. I had
a list of g iris to contact and keep me out
of mischief, while Lindsay worked on
my trike in Mandurah. It was then that
I decided to extend my airline ticket and
visa beyond the period normally
allowed. I had to resort to using press
clippings as a plea. Thankfully, this
worked and proved that the press days
had been of some use.
The day I left Perth we held a press
conference at Mandurah mudflats.
While test flying my trike in the morning
with its newly repaired radios and
instruments a mysterious engine fault
appeared which gave me my first
forced landing of the trip. On the
ground the engine fired up first time. I
changed the spark plugs and put it
down to plug fouling, but I was not
convinced.

enough for me. I was shown the local
sights, including the Leuwin winery
where Bob was the manager. The
village mechanic, Vic, at long last
traced my intermittent ignition fault dirty points was the verdict.
My luck with the weather had still not
changed. I had head winds flying up
around the tree country and landed at
Capel for fuel. Whilst sitting in the midday sun awaiting the light evening
winds , local Ultralight pilot Ken
Hammond was passing and invited me
over to Donnybrook for the night. Ken
had given me good directions and I
found his little airstrip easily. I had a
slight right hand turn in my wing, so as
it was such a great evening, I unloaded
the trike, changed a few battens and
went for a test fly.

From Mandurah I flew to Busselton
where I met Neville Hyder. Neville
owned the local airstrip and had flown
extensively throughout the S/w of
Australia. His advice to me was to fly
north around the belt of 200ft Jarrah
trees. I took the advice but flew south
for a visit to the pretty Margaret River
and Augusta, the south west tip of
Australia.

During the next few minutes I
experienced my second major mishap.
My attitude was far too casual - taking
off one handed and thinking about
tweaking battens whilst on final
approach . I came in too fast, too high
and was about to go around again
when I remembered the power line
across the valley. I dived at the strip,
touched down doing about 50 mph and
hit a bump with one wheel. Before I
knew it, I had rolled over. The throttle
had jammed wide open and the prop
was digging a hole in the ground. To
top this, the ignition switch failed so I
couldn't stop the engine. I was half way
through cutting the fuel pipe when the
carburetors fell off - silence at last!! I
was still strapped into thewreckage but
completely unhurt. The same could
not be said of the Trike. The sail was
badly ripped, the gearbox was broken
as was the propeller and various other
bits and pieces. Horror soon gave way
to giggles, my usual way of coping with
disasters. On a positive note, I thought
how lucky I was to be unhurt and within
civilisation. The incident was totally
avoidable and completely due to pilot
error - namely my complacency.

I landed in a paddock just north of
Margaret River, opposite the
Cartwright family house.
Bob
Cartwright and family were Australian
Geographic readers and couldn't do

The next day, I stripped the trike and
did some mental calculations of my
finances and parts required. Money
was looking tight, so I was forced to sell
some much loved hang gliding and

Channel 7 wanted some air to air
photography from their helicopter, but
flying with helicopters is always a worry
so I made a special point of briefing the
pilot of dangers. A helicopter displaces
it's weight in turbulent air, it is therefore
imperative that a helicopter keeps a
good distance from an Ultralight and
NEVER flies directly overthe top. The
Channel 7 helicopter did exactly this: I
froze with fear, my head went dizzy and
I gripped for all I was worth on the
control frame. By some miracle, I felt
little turbulence. This was potentially
the most dangerous thing that
happened to me on the whole trip.
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radio equipment. I couldn't decide if
the sail was beyond repair, I needed to
consu It an expert in Sydney. Air freight
was too expensive so I decided to hitch
hike. I also hadn't seen my girlfriend,
Robyn for four months.
With my sail folded up in my back pack
it took me three days to travel the 4000
miles from Donnybrook to Sydney.
From Perth I secured a lift with a dinky
die, all Australian truckie. He had a
huge Kenworth truck, blaring Jimmy
Barnes music, and enough happy pills
to keep him awake for two days solid.
Their lifestyle is often glorified in
magazines, but the reality is hard work.
Many truckies are owner drivers,
forced to keep their trucks on the road
every day to make the huge
repayments. In the · roadhouses I
heard endless stories of truck
repossessions usually caused by an
accident or unreliability.
My first lift from Perth took me to
Mildura truck stop in Victoria and my
second took me straight to Sydney. I
arrived exhausted at 6.00 am.
The verdict on my sail was not only
repairable but a mere $150.00. (A new
one cost around $2,000.00.) Airborne
kindly arranged my other spare parts,
sent them to Donnybrool and

generously put the bill on hold. With
this organised I spent a dreamy 10
days with Robyn whilst my sail was
being fixed.
The trip back to Perth was easier with
my new-found "truckie" contacts. Ray
Forrest was one of the original "Perth
Runners" and kindly offered me a
straight run to Perth. Ray seemed to
keep awake on pure guts and story
telling.
Meanwhile back in Donnybrook, things
went well. Most of the spares from
Airborne had arrived and I rebuilt the
machine quickly.
However, my
gearbox somehow got lost in the
Christmas rush. I was desperate to
move on, having already lost three
weeks progress. It was Christmas Eve
and I needed a Rotax gearbox casing
in remote south west Australia.
Miraculously, I found one. 140km
away. Tony Drake had had a brand
new Rotax 532 just sitting in his
lumbershed and was prepared to let a
complete stranger, strip his gearbox
and take what he needed. I test flew
the Trike that evening but opted to stay
for Christmas dinner with Ken and
Penny since it was too windy to
continue the flight. Ken, Penny and
Tony were shining examples of the
endless generosity shown by
Australians.

The green rolling hills of south west
Australia reminded me of England. As
I flew east the wooded country opened
up to sheep pastures which meant
saferflying. My trike was going well but
It
the winds were against me.
appeared that the summer pattern of
easterly winds across the Nullabor
plain had started and I was resigned to
a long hard slog across to Adelaide.
My ground speed in headwinds would
only be about 30mph and fuel
consumption would almost double, but
time was running short. It was at
Katanning, after spending a few days
on Merv and Cynthia Kowald's sheep
farm, that I decided to go for it.
From Katanning I went to Esperance
and headed to the main east west
highway that hugs the coast. Progress
was painfully slow and I wasn't
enjoying flying for up to 10 hours a day.
The combination of fatigue, noise and
slow progress gave me headaches
and made me irritable. 1 was paranoid
of pranging my trike - being
desperately short of money I couldn't
afford any more mistakes. I was taking
less risks than ever, having learnt my
lesson the hard (expensive) way.
However, the slow progress was made
easier by the frequent roadhouses
(about every 200kms.), airstrips,
cooked breakfasts and fuel. I was
never short of company and met many
supportive Australian Geographic
readers who were familiar with my trip.
Flying around the Great Australian
Bight was the highlight of my epic trip
from Perth to Adelaide. In my mind,
Adelaide was the start of eastern
civilisation and was one of my planned
stop-overs. I had toured from Sydney
to Adelaide with the Dalgety Flyer. and
knew the un-licenced airstrips and their
owners.

Oa\ge\y AyeI'

~

Yours truly - pondering where to go next and wondering what's left in my bank
account.
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I landed at Murray Bridge and was
kindly loaned a hangar whilst I spent a
week with an English hang gliding
friend Peter Bolton and looked up
some relatives.
My engine was running well but I was
convinced that the power was down.
Whilst not a big problem, I enlisted the
help of Jeff Morgan, proprietor of the

Goolwa Ultralight School, to de-coke
the engine and to check the small
ends. The engine had done 200 hrs on
various oils, and on inspection, the
piston rings were well and truly
gummed up. As a precaution, we
replaced the small ends with a cheaper
and apparently stronger alternative
from a Honda motor bike. I never
pleaded poor, but Jeff would not take
any money for his help. This was
becoming a regular occurrence - even
for fuel.
High winds and rain now grounded me
in Kingston S.E. for a few days. The
local flying club let me sleep in their
club house and Brian, a local sheep
shearer, gave me a guided tour of the
area and his amazing collection of old
Citroens.
Brian had an Ultralight
adapted to carry his shearing gear and
often flew to his shearing sheds,
landing in paddocks near by.
The bush telegraph was working and
once the weather cleared up I was
invited to stay with Kevin Sporer who
runs the Mount Gambia Ultralight
There was a reception
School.
committee waiting for me on my arrival
and I was treated to a night on the town
by local publican and flyer, Chris
Hunter. More great people and good
times. Chris suggested that I stop off at
his parents place just outside Hamilton
where he had cleared an Ultralight
strip. I couldn't find the strip but his
parents managed to track me down.
They gave me a good meal and a bed
for the night
Melbourne was another major
stepping stone and I headed for Rod
Birrells Ultralight school, Sunbury
Airport. By the time I landed the wind
had picked up and was gusting to over
twenty knots. I was taxiing down wind
to the club house when a big gust of
wind hit the top of the sail, flexed the
keel of the wing and hit the propeller.
There was an almighty bang; the prop
smashed and cut the keel off. The
elation of making my last major
destination, was dampened by the
slight damage to the trike. However,
the keel damage was not structural and
I had a spare prop.

While staying with Rod and Virginia
Birrell, I had the honour of signing a
special book of flying achievements.
Rod had completed one of the first
Australian long distance Ultralight
flights (Melbourne to Darwin) . It felt
strange to sign my name next to that of
Eve Jackson, Brian Milton and Rod
himself.
After having a few days off in
Melbourne with Brian Milton's sister
Jerry, Rod and I organised a very
successful press day at Sunbury.
Whilst coming in to land at Moorooduc
a horrific thing happened. I noticed a
light plane in a field, and cars racing
had just crashed and although the two
occupants were alive they were
seriously injured.
Local trike owner Ian Downie, invited
me to fly over to his dairy farm for the
night, but after the days events, rather
than fly, settled for a lift on his motor
bike. Whilst in the area I met up with
AG reader Peter Cronin, who had
promised to take me scuba diving.
From Moorooduc my next stop was the
Australian National Hang Gliding
Competition at Mount Buffalo.
I
borrowed a harness and instruments
and since I hadn't flown a glider
seriously for some time I didn't dare
enterthe main competition. I flew in the
B grade and ended up winning two out
of five days. Shane Duncan from
Airborne won the other three. I was
thrilled to bits; trike flying seemed to
have improved my hang gliding.
Conditions were superb and the
scenery fantastic. I had planned to
stay a few days but ended up staying
two weeks.
At the end of the competition I headed
straight for Newcastle, spending the
first night at Holbrook Airpark. I chose
my route via Denman to avoid
Sydney's huge controlled airspace.
Although remote, the journey up the
Great Dividing Range took methrough
some spectacular, hilly countryside.
My last night in Denman was spent with
Phil and Pat Collins, another

impromptu meeting in a paddock
opposite their house. They gave me
fuel, fed me, put meupforthenight and
the whole family got up to see me off at
dawn the next day.
It was a two hour flight in the rain to
Hexham. My official arrival, for the
media, would take time to organise so
I arrived unannounced and on my own.
Despite my achievement, finishing the
flight was a sad occasion . I was
soaked to the skin and my adventu re of
a lifetime over. As I waited for the guys
from Airborne to pick me up from the
windy wet airfield, I wondered what
wou Id do next.
We organised an official homecoming
and I was greeted by Mr Bruce Baird,
N.S.W. Minister for Transport, on the
steps of Parliament House. I stood
proudly by my trike, it had served me
well and become a sort of friend and
confident.
I remember someone once saying that
"adventure is discomfort, recollected
in tranquility" I disagree, what I recall
from my adventure was the great
hospitality I received and the
spectacular countryside, not the few
occasions of fear and discomfort.

Special thanks to Australian
Geographic Magazine.
Airborne
Windsports and the great people of
Australia.

TECHNICAL DETAILS OF FLIGHT
Distance Travelled
Time Taken

15000km
9321 miles
6 months

Airtime

225 hours.

Airspeed

80kph
50 mph
Groundspeed
66kph
41mph
Fuel Consumption 10.4 litres/hour
2.3 gals/hour
6.4 kmllitre
18.1 mpg
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DearWes,
Sorry to criticise, but I am very
disappointed about your footnote on
William Craig's letter. If the photos
show an unsuccessful, dangerous
craft then please say so , if otherwise
then your remarks are patronising
indeed.
Supression belongs back with voodoo
and witchcraft, otherwise we might
never have been permitted to advance
beyond the standard Rogallo.
Your editorial mentions shortage of
articles.
Is that partly due to
censorship?

DearWes,
Please find enclosed a photo which I
feel will be real eye opener for all your
readers, especially the new
generation.
I feel it shows the
complete contrast between gliders of
today and yesteryear. I realize it is not
running vertical to suit the magazine,
but I feel the history is worth its
exposure.

Remember that many fatal towing
crashes may have been prevented
over a period of time when the
successful Donnel Hewitt system was
withheld from publication by that type
of patronising attitude. I am a firm
believer in publishing as many ideas as
space/cosUpriority will allow, even
seemingly crackpot suggestions can
stimulate great innovations. By all
means please warn us of your
misgivings. I admire you as a pilot and
editor, just heed open mindedness.

regret that we didn't produce them
years ago.
Yours faithfully,
GEORGE SMITH.
George,
I sent a photo of the minimum in
question to the HGFA Trike subcommittee for comment. No response
has been forthcoming . I am still
concerned about the possibility of
people trying to copy this machine, but
since so many people seem to be
interested in it, I have decided to
publish some of the photos in this
issue. I've also published a letter from
the originator of this minimum.
Wesley Hill

DearWes,

I've never written to you before so just
to fill you in on who I am. I'm the bloke
in Bundy who designed/made the foot
launched motorised attachment. I've
The glider is 200 sq .ft . and is one of the
written that many letters to HGFA
first batten design gliders used in
pilots, my hand is nearly out. I am a
Victorian hang gliding, in early 1974 at
Barwon Heads. The pilot is none other I will go so far as to predict that one day member also No. 44700 . I have flown
than JOHN CLARK one of the early we will see very successful foot at Rita Moda and Emu Park,
Rockhampton , Rainbow, but at Bundy
pioneers in Victorian hang gliding.
~:ll..; ~-::h sj jJOwerdCi nang gliaers ctnd
the land is flC!t, so I racked my brains to
get a successful
I hope you can see
power unit and I
some benefit in
producing this in our
believe I have it. An
all up weight of
magazine as I
20Ibs.,
foot
personally feel it will
launched,
foot
give the guys and
landed and many
girls something to
ponder, if not a good
other pluses. I have
sent a lot of info to
laugh.
HGFA so I don't
Yours faithfully,
know what they have
givenyou . Anyway, if
Chris Holmes.
you are interested in
P.S. We need more
something
for
pictures in the mag
Skysailor, here is a
(I hate reading)!!
couple of photo's. I
Also this picture
seem
to
have
would look great on
generated some
the FRONT OF
interest up here. I'm
THE MAGAZINE.
,...~ ~ getting phone calls
John Clark in an early Rogal/a. Photo by Chris Holmes
10
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from all over the country and also did a
demo forthe local paper and got on the
front page. I've managed to rake some
other hangies out of the woodwork and
get them interested and we'll probably
start a club soon. The unit is very easy
to fly, almost too easy, doesn't affect
bar position if trimmed correctly or
lessen glider performance. All the
same manouvers can be performed as
normal. I tested it for around 40 hours
now and in all kinds of conditions and it
performs beautifully. There is another
pilot who I made one for and his is on a
magic3,mineisonaVision3. The unit
can fit on any glider and is called a
thermal-lite sky leg. Anyway, let me
have what you think, I'd appreciate
hearing your opinion . Thanks and bye
for now,
R.J . Patroney.
P.S. Do not let anyone make one off
these pictures, The thrust angle and
position are fairly critical. If made
wrong, it could fly like a dog.

Dear Ed,
Knowing how short of materials you
are for Skysailor, and to make sure you
have enough for the next edition, I
thought I would write to you how I spent
the day washing my glider.
Well, it all started about 8 o'clock one
morning, I had awoke with what is
termed in this part of the country as" A
EARLY MORNING". After my good
catholic wife, Wendy, relieved me of
this problem, I was ready for the day,
and something deep down inside of my
groin told me that this would be a day to
remember.
At 10 o'clock I noticed the clothes on
the clothes line had already began to
cycle. I quickly raced tothe phone and
rang Terry Anderson and said, "It's
on". Within minutes Terry had arrived
with his Moyes G.T.R . 162. At
10.30 .am. we noticed the clothes were
in 7up, and we knew it was time to erect
our gliders. We quickly erected them
hoping it wouldn't blowout.

Armed with a toothbrush each, and hot
soapy water, we were ready. Launch
was really tricky but within no time, we
were washing and scrubbing on the
tops of our gliders, in fact, there were
big frothy Cu's forming on the leading
edge. We then went low and under,
and it was here that Terry got hit with a
big thermal. He went inverted but
managed to get her up the right wayno wonder he is known as the one and
only "MR. ADVANCE'. Just one look
and you can see it in his "Carrera sun
glasses" (photo inserted)
By 12
o'clock we had finished, butthe clothes
line was still pumping, then it 0.0. at 1
o'clock and opening at 3 our gliders
were now dry and it was packing up our
gliders. We realized what a great day
we had, WOW!! Our next day out will
be washing our pods. We look forward
to sending you photos of our next
adventure.
Yours faithfully,
Robert Lepre.
Mem. No. 16072
P.S. Yok, Yok, Yok.

WING MOUNT
A TT ACHES EASILY TO:THE CROSSBAR: through the double surface
inspection zip ;
THE KEEL: the extension allows this even on
enclosed keel gliders .
AEROFOIL UPRIGHTS: attaches firmly to the side of
uprights.

The wing mount uses a
top quality ball mount
to enable you to pivot
the camera to the
desired position .
Method of
Attachment:300mm velcro straps
sewn back to back for
easy and solid
attachment. a few
seconds is all it takes.
Price: -

S 50.00

+ $ 2 .00 Post &. Packing

R. HIBBERD
PO Box 616 , Charlestown N.S .W . 2290 .

"Mr. Advance". Photo by J. Lepre
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The first few steps are made easy by
a light head-wind
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The thermal lite sky-leg takes to the air.

Landing the sky-leg on a beach. All photos by M. Verheyden
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FATALITY
The most reliable and most neglected instrument available to the
advanced pilot is the "Beginner". This simple but effective
instrument has a wide variety of applications, i.e. it will drive all day
in the towing paddock and then pick up outlanding pilots late into the
night. It can be thrown off a hill to test conditions prior to advanced
pilot flying - they don't complain. It rings you up early Saturday
morning saving you the cost of a wake up call.
It keeps advanced pilots in touch with
the simple things in life such as hang
point, washout, how to replace leading
edges, downtubes, tree landings and
when you are really bored you can
have a game of "What if?" with them. It
keeps instructors financial.
But does anybody really understand
how important the beginner is to the
advanced pilot? No. Well before I
disclose why they are important we
must first see how important the
advanced pilot is to the beginner. Well
the club I'm a part of (The North East
Victorian Hang Gliding Club Inc.)
would be classified as a beginner. We
have two instructors in the area and
stacks of beginners building a club,
making new sites etc. (Beginners have
plenty of enthusiasm). The area has
lots and lots of competitions and
therefore lots and lots of advanced
pilots trek into the area each year to
compete.

Although local business thinks it's
great the beginner gets even bigger
rewards. They get to meet arrogant,
selfish pilots. They have sites lost
because of controlled airspace
breaches (two potential compo sites)
They get to use chain saws for hours
and hours so they can watch how
advanced pilots fly.
They smooth over the farmers who
own the land. The only competitions
the beginners get is to compete for the
few remaining landing paddocks left.
But above all they get to live in this
wonderful spot after the advanced
pilots have done the damage and
gone.
But as you already know,
beginners don't complain.
So just how important are Beginners.
Well most businesses rely on Sales.
Yes, I said "SALES".
For any
company who wishes to expand they
must advertise, and sell products or

The World's best Trike!

the

availa~§H
MaCh~i:ne:s~!!!!!!!!!!!!!-~J

Ultralight Flying
Sunbury Airfield, Melbourne, 3429.
(03) 4396083, (03)744-1305
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services otherwise they stagnate and
die slowly, sometimes quickly.
I was amazed recently to hear the
HGFA administration have the
enormous and unthanking task of
directing the flying of 1200 hang glider
pilots, down by 400 on last year. In
other words the business is about to
die. Most beginners are shocked when
told that only 1200 people in all of
Australia fly. When I first started I
imagined something like 10,000
(beginners have imaginations also).
Maybe beginners can't help feeling
they are hard done by, because we
have a system that administrates the
administrators. Is it possible hang
gliding has become self centred and
self destructive? I've heard people say
the HGFA has come of age ... ... ...... Old
age?
For those people who think this article
is an attack on the administrator and
everything else that moves (like some
previous Editors did) then you would
be wrong. It's not an attack, it's merely
pointing out a very hard to accept fact,
the next Fatality will be hang gliding?
We are lucky in our club because the
few experienced pilots in the area
freely give their time and effort to
promote the sport and get beginners
going, and assisting those beginners
when possible. The fact is beginners
keep the business going. So that is
why I always fly with my trusty
beginner, because not so long ago I
was one.
Russell Griffiths, PR Officer, NEVHGSlnc,
PO Box 687 Wodonga 3690

Russell, these are the statistics. We have a
current and growing membership of 1600 full
members plus about 300 short term members.
This is marginally more than we had at the
same time last year. M'ship has been increasing
by about 10% p.a. for the last 4 years. I
forecast that we will have over 2200 members
by the end of this financial year. Further, not
only do we have to look after only 2000
members, we have to liaise with CAA, ASC,
SAAC, NAPAC, RAPAC, RFAC, FAI,
HGAs, HGCs and a host of other government
and international acronyms as well as Skysailor
and a $180,000 budget - with one paid
committee member. I rest my case. - Phil M

ACCIDENT REPORT.
Date: 6.5.89
Site: Bells Beach (Southside)
Pilot experience: Approx . 10 hours soaring.
Conditions: E-SE 15-20 knots.
Glider:
Mars 170.
Glider Damage:
Basebar, 1 downtube, long rips in sail.
Injuries:
Concussion, shock.
Description: Pilot flew across to Pt.Addis after flying at
Southside for 2 hours. The cliffs here are approx. 3-400 ft
from the beach. After a while the pilot decided he wasn't
going to make it back to Southside to land (as the wind had
picked up a bit and he lacked penetration). He then
decided to go over the back and land in a paddock near a
farmhouse. Encountering sink after going over the back,
he turned back to return to the ridge. Seeing he wasn't
going to make it back, he aimed for a large clearing in the
trees, not far back from the edge. On the way through, he
encountered severe turbulence from the rotor and had
extreme difficulty keeping the glider facing into the wind,
eventually getting thrown around 180 to crash down wind
through several trees .

SKYTECH INSTRUMENTS
PRESENTS

THE SKYTECH FL I G,HTDECK

FEATURES;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

0

The pilot had severely underestimated the size and force
of a rotor behind a cliff, but is much wiser now and a lot
more careful. All's well that ended well though because we
managed to score some of those great robe-type things
they dress you with at hospital and they go down great at
toga parties .
MAINAIR SPORTS
NEWS RELEASE
Date June 9th 1989

LEADING MICROLIGHT
FLIER DIES.
John Hudson - Director of Britain's
leading
microlight
aircraft
manufacturer, Mainair Sports was
killed in a flying accident near
Manchester on Wednesday (June 7).
He was 43 .
Staff at the Rochdale-based company
and John Hudson's family and friends
expressed their deep shock and the
profound sense of loss felt on learning
of his death while test-flying a
prototype single-seat microlight.
The precise circumstances in which
the aircraft crashed at Newhey,
Greater Manchester, are at present

•
•
•
•

DIGITAL ALTIMETER, 10 FEET INCREMENTS TO 20,000 FEET
DUAL RANGE AUDIO URRIO (800 FPM AND 1600 FPM )
DIGITAL AIRSPEED INOICATOR IN M.P.H
AIR TEMPERATURE DISPLAY
INTERNAL NICRD 8RTTERY WITH LOW 8ATTERY UDLTAGE INDICRTOR
12U CAR CHARGER AND 240U MAINS CHARGER INClUDED
YOUR CHO I CE OF LEFT OR RIGHT HRND UPR I GHT MOUNT ( ROUND
OR RIRFOIL TUBING) OR SPEEDBAR MOUNT
STREAMLINED CUSTOM OESIGNED INSTRUMENT CRSE
DIRECT FACTORY SERUICE BRCKUP RERDILY AUAILRBLE
12 MONTH UNLIMITED CROSS COUNTRY KM WRRRANTY
MAOE IN AUSTRRlIA

PR ICE; $785.00
CONTACT;
IAN REES AT SKVTECH INSTRUMENTS
54 ROVENA ROAD
MOORABBIN VIC.
PH. (03) 555 4810

unknown and an investigation is being
carried out by the Accident
Investigation Branch of the
Department of Trade.
John Hudson was a pioneer of both the
hang gliding and microlight
movements in the UK and was
arguably the single most respected
figure in microlight aviation, because of
his immense experience and technical
knowledge.
Through his drive and single-minded
dedication, he helped steer the
company through the difficult years
when the young microlight industry
was finding its feet as Civil Aviation
Authority controls were evolved.
Mainair was the first microlight
manufacturer to achieve full CAA
certification under the regulations.

John, who started in business as a
teenager in the family engineering
company at Rochdale, originally
established Mainair Sports in the
1970's as a mail order supplier to the
growing band of hang gliding
enthusiasts. He moved into microlight
aviation from hang gliding after a
competitive flying career spanning
several years in which he represented
the national team on a number of
occasions.
He leaves a widow, Eileen, and a
daughter Jennifer, aged 11.
Mainair Sports is Britain's leading
manufacturer of microlight aircraft and
a major supplier of accessories and
equipment for microlight aircraft and
hang gliders. (0706) 55134
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STATE & CLUB NEWS

AUSTRALIAN CAPITAL
TERRITORY NEWS
June 5 saw the 1989 Annual General
Meeting of the ACTHGA.
Barry
Weatherburn, president of the
ACTHGA during the past year,
announced that he had decided to
stand down, citing the scandalous
'Silver Wattlegate" affair and
subsequent media hounding among
his reasons for retirement. We are all
grateful to Barry for his exceptional
service and look forward to the
upcoming publication of his memoirs
"If I Catch the Bastard Who Stole my
Video .. "
By a unanimous vote, the new
president of the ACTHGA is Paul
Geissler of Canberra, whose
campaign promises have included the
abolition of the 5000 ft limit and the
banning from the ACT's remaining
flying sites of all powered airtraffic from
ground to suborbital altitudes. He may

- ------
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yet come through for us as he was
seen recently, surrounded as usual by
his expensively-dressed entourage of
thick-knuckled safety officers,
discussing the finer points of glider
ingestion with the Chief Air Traffic
Controller (who seemed somewhat at
a loss for words riding in the back of our
4 wheel drive limo without the door
handles). Good luck to you Paul- don't
ever let anyone named after a major
US city pre-flight your glider. .. ...
Tony Gerrard and Bret Freebody will
continue to act as secretary and
treasurer, respectively. The four
additional committee members
elected were Carl Grillmair, Dustin
Hansen, Chris Hoffman and Peter
Moore.
The highly covetted ACT FARRRC
award (For Aviation-Related RightRoyal Cockups) goes this month to
Carl Grillmair. While still clipped in and
carrying his wings from the landing
area to the car, he inadvertantly
caught a leading edge on an
innocuous-looking strand of
fencing wire. Hair standing on
end and limbs all a tremble, he
manfully sustained -50,000
volts for some ten seconds
before his remarkable powers
of observation revealed to him
the cause of his plight. In
addition to a new pair of Dunlop
Volleys and another sail patch,
~arl has since acqu ired a
heightened respect for yet
another in a bewildering array of
Australian mores and customs.
In keeping with the East-Coast
Site Development plan, special
ACT STUPID (Site Testing
Undeterred by Probable Injury
and Disfigurement) agents
have been combing our
territorial confines for new flying
sites .
Among the more
promising prospects, one of our
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agents has been investigating the
merits of the telescope dome perched
atop Mount Stromlo (see photo) . He
reports that, while setup can be a bit
hazardous (especially for those tip
b~tten~), th.e site is launchable in any
Wind direction owing to the ability to
rotate the dome.
He suggests,
however, that top landings be
discouraged, particularly as the
attendant astronomers have a
distressing penchant towards opening
the ~ome unexpectedly in the early
evening hours. The site will likely be
rated advanced/brain damaged ...... .
C.G.

NEW SOUTH WALES NEWS
THE SYDNEY PARAGLIDING CLUB

Recent discussions with the
paragliding fraternity in Sydney have
revealed an interest in forming "The
Sydney Paragliding Club".
The prime objective of the club is to
promote safety and to bring paraglider
pilots together for outings to the
various sites both coastal and inland.
The proposed venue for club meetings
will be Dee Why R.S.L. Club. They
have, however, asked that for the use
of their facilities, we become financial
members of their club at $12.00 per
annum.
The first full meeting is proposed for
Mid September.
If all interested people could contact
BRETIWRIGHT
9741158
BETWEEN
5PM
7.30PM .
WEEKDAYS.

VICTORIAN NEWS
Howdy Folks,
Because winter is here and the flying
minimal there is not much to report.
The V.H.GA Committee has rated a
number of the newer sites in the
Buffalo region. The sites and their new
ratings are:

Gary Hickson flying RMIT's Aero 170 at Mt. Hollowback. Did Gary
realise this glider has .no rudders?!! Photos by James McGinty

TOWONGAGAP
STRICT INTERMEDIATE.
MT EMU
STRICT INTERMEDIATE.
MURMUNGEE
STRICT INTERMEDrATE.
EVERTON HILLS
NOVICE.
The term "STRICT" means that you
must have the correct rating to fly the
site. Where the term is not used you
may fly the site if you have the rating
below the site rating, an instructor or
safety officer is present, and that
safety officer/examiner considers the
situation suitable for you to fly .
All this rating stuff is heavy hey; but
think of Grant Heaney ! Grant flew to
20th place in the Manufacturer's
League competition in America. Grant
was flying a borrowed "Moyes XS"
The winner of the competition was
Mark Newland.
That's it for this month ,
Myles.
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THE SITE CRISIS
by Russ Locke
reprinted from 'Hang Gliding'

We've got a rather nasty situation
devloping in most parts of the country.
Actually, more correctly put, we have a
lack of good situation developing, and
our future flying could become
considerably more difficult if we don't
find some solutions soon.
The problem is in two parts. The first
part centres around the disappearance
of established sites. In the last cop Ie of
years we have lost several old-time
flying sites, and several more are in the
process of disappearing or have some
identifiable threat. There is no reason
why this is happening, but some of the
pieces to the puzzle include (in no
particular order):
"

"

"
"

Pilots using poor judgement and
angering land owners around the
flying sites. The list here is endless,
and ranges from acts of outright
vandalism to things as simple as
irritation over all the dust our
vehicles kick up as we're going up
the hill.
Civilisation is crowding in on us and
many of the areas we use for
launching and landing are being
developed.
More pilots are using existing sites,
causing saturation problems.
Changes in airspace control areas.

The second part of our problem is even
more ominous. Not enough new sites
are being opened up. Many of the
reasons are the same as those above,
but there are some other more
complicated situations that we are
going to have to address - and fairly
soon in some cases. For instance:
"

"

18

Uninformed governmental
agencies view us as a small group
which would reuire more effort to
manage then we're worth.
Property owners are not generally
interested in having us on their land
since there is generally nothing in it
for them. We do not generate
5 K Y 5 A I LOR
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money, and if they charge us use
fees they accept added liability in
most states - a definite catch 22.
An uninformed general public does
not view us as an asset. They may
not think that we're suicidal crazies
anymore, but neither do they think
that our flying rights are worth any
effort on their part to protect. There
is no one simple solution to all this,
but there are a number of things
that we could be doing to turn this
around.
First of all, we pilots have to wake up,
acknowledge the problem and stop
making things worse by doing dumb
things. The list is endless: littering, not
respecting the property rights of others
etc. We may have gotten away with
this stuff in the past, particularly in the
less populated areas, but if we persist
it will catch up with us everywhere.
In many cases, we need to change our
local reputation so that the general
public and politicians view us as an
asset. There are a couple of ways to do
this . We could spend a lot of money
and become an economic power,
which is certainly not our preference, or
we could become more involved in
local community issues. For instance,
if there is a local walk-a-thon for cystic
fibrosis or some similar charity, join in,
not as individuals, but as a hang gliding
club. Better yet, forget the walk-a-thon
and organize a fly-a-thon to happen
concurrently.
Instead of getting
pledges for cents/mile, get pledges for
cents/minute of airtime. Collect the
money and forward it on to the
organizers . There are lots of ideas that
haven't reached the surface, but I think
that we cold have a very positive
national change in the perception of
the sport of hang gliding if every club
made a committment to do one
community service related activity per
year.
We need to pay particular attention to
government parks and forest
1989

management organizations.
They
represent ou r greatest hope fo r Iandi ng
areas in the future. Land will continue
to become more valuable, and in most
cases we will be unable to compete for
flat, open spaces with the developers
who want to put buildings on them.
There is also the potential to do some
generic things on the national level.
We need to be collecting data on sites
that can be used as examples:
problems that have been solved,
positive impacts that have happened,
things that worked, things that didn't
work etc. We probably need a fund that
can be tapped by local chapters if their
problem is too big or expensive for
them to fight. This isn't going to be an
easy thing for us to manage, but I think
it's time we start making an effort to do
something, instead of letting the
enormity of the problem keep us from
trying.
Speaking of local chapters, I noticed
the Cloud base Country Club in the
Pacific Northwest has a nice letterhead
on their stationary that not only makes
them look like a professional
organization, but also identifies them
as an affiliate of a larger national
orgnization (the USHGA). Maybe the
USHGA should provide this kind of
stationary for all the Chapters. Again,
there is a list of potential things and
services that could be provided. If we
have to raise the dues to Chapters to
cover the expense of these added
services, it will still be cheaper than
each Chapter having to fend for itself.
The bottom line is this: We are losing
sites, not enough new sites are
opening, and if we don't start working
now to turn this trend around, we'll find
ourselves in a future where all the
rating programs, good relations with
the FAA, insurance policies and other
services won't keep us in the air. We
need all those things, but above all we
need safe places to take off and land.

ACCIDENT REPORT
Rating:

Novice (Intermediate
completed but awaiting
verification)
Glider: Moyes Mission.
Date:
11 .6.89.
Damage to Glider: Nil (Cow pat stains
only)
Injury:
Fracture right humerus.
Cause of crash:
Undersurface zip
3/4 undone.

weather had conspired against me and
this was the first flyable day for some
time. Mark and I decided to head for a
coastal site, Stanley which has two
sites, a large rocky out crop called the
Nut and a smaller site - a 250 ft ridge
called the Green Hills. The wind was
SSE at about 15 - 20 knots but
supposedly still flyable. Indeed on our
arrival 2 large wedgies were well up
and cruising back and forth.

INCIDENT
Well, I suppose like all of you I've said
that it would never happen to me. Well,
this time it did and it was all my own
fault , a case of intermediate syndrome.
I am presently working in Roseberry,
Tasmania as a locum doctor, but most
of my flying has been done in Coastal
Victoria. I had last flown about 4 weeks
priorto the accident at an inland site in
Tasmania called Gaff's Hill without
incident. However since then the

I had the Mission set up by about the
time Mark was inserting his battens
into his GTR and pulled open the zip to
tension the cross bars. I then preflighted the glider in my usual way by
touching all battens etc. but for some
reason completely forgot about the zip
still 3/4 open.
Launch, although not the best I've
done, was straight and I was soon clear
of the hill. I zipped up my pod and
turned right across the lift. The glider

felt a little heavy and as though there
was less wind than I had thought. After
travelling right about 150m without
gaining any further height I decided to
cross back to the take off area where I
had initially gone up. I performed a
fairly tight 2700 left tum and headed
back, but to my surprise the glider
continued to sink even though I was
close to the hill. Now at this time I was
thinking that ground suck really sucks
and that it was time to drop out of prone
but I couldn't find the zipper. The
ground was coming up at about 400 ttl
min and things were looking pretty
ugly. I felt that if I tuned out to the flats
to the right I was going to hit a barbed
wire fence , so I attempted a crosswind
downslope landing still in my pod.
As the ground rushed up I climbed high
into the A frame and flared as hard as
I could . The base bar was only about
4 ft off the ground as the right wing
stalled and the glider rotated into the
wind/down hill. As the base bar hit the
ground, followed by the nose plate, I
swung through the A frame but didn't
quite let go of the upright with my right
hand quickly enough, sustaining a
spiral fracture of my right humerus.
In retrospect, I feel that the ,zip being
open probably allowed the sail to inflate
and billow the undersurface out
destroying the effectiveness of the sail
and causing the unexpected sink.
This has been illuminating for me as it
showed that a preflight is no good
unless you actually look at everything
and that eagerness to fly should not
result in slacking off checks.

L

Unfortunately, I've learnt this the hard
way. I hope others can benefit from this
report and avoid making stupid
mistakes.
I'd liketothank all the Tasmanian pilots
I met while over there but especially
Mark Esvelt, Joanna who suffered
through sitting in cow pats with me and
my dangling arm and also to David
Allen for all his help.

........
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COOPLACUP
Coopla Cup is on again.
30 September - 2 October.
Track is gQQd.
Take-offs? - please bring brush
hooks, wipper snippers, chain
saws and a bit of muscle for the
1st day's take-off clean up!
Prizes
awarded!!
Fun
guaranteed!!
Camping $5.00 per day/person
Cloudbase 1O,OOOft plus!
More info phone
Joe Scott (065) 650042 or
Lee Scott (065) 56692
See yo there
1989 EUNGELLA COMPETITION
24 September - 1 October
$80- entry fee
Contact Dave Lamont (079) 461157
PO Box 6, Prosperine, 4800

STOP PRESS STOP PRESS
NSW State Titles possibly at
Coopla - Stay tuned!

1990 LAWRENCE HARGI:lAVE INTERNATIONAL (Stanwell Park)
30 December 1989 - 9 January 1990
Contact Tony Armstrong (042) 942584
1989 GILLIES COMPETITION
16th and 17th September
Contact Cairns Hang Gliding Club
PO Box 6468, Cairns, 4870
COOPLA CUP
30 September - 2 October, 1989
Contact Joe Scott (065) 650042
or Lee Scott (065) 569692

Craig Docherty launches his Mars 170? at Hill 60
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SPECIFICATIONS

Sail Area
Wing Span
Aspect Ratio
Nose Angle
Double surface %
Weight (without bag)
Pack-up length
Breakdown length
Recommended hook-in
weight limits

170
170sq ft (15.8sq m)
30'4" (9.2 m)
5.2
1220
60
61lb (28kg)
17'5" (5.4m)
13'4" (4.1m)
60-95kg

150
150sq ft (13.9sq m)
27'8" (8.4 m)
5.1
1220
60
55lb (25kg)
15'10" (4.8m)
11'9" (3.6m)
45-65kg

DESIGN CONCEPTS & TECHNICAL INFORMATION

The AERO has been specifically designed to optimise handling and performance. Its low weight
and quick set up guarantee a minimum of fuss.
A NEW sail cut, developed by Enterprise Wings, is incorporated in the design. In this cut the
sailcloth panels are laid parallel to the leading edge and also the trailing edge. This allows for
greater sail tensions with a minimum of stretch. Enterprise Wings is using the latest sailcloths
and this, along with the new sail cut, provides years of flutter-free sail life.
The keel is totally enclosed in the double surface, presenting an aerodynamically clean wing.
The old dive stick system has been replaced with a swivelling washout strut that is also fully
enclosed in the double surface. These two measures clean up the wing and make substantial
savings in drag.
The glider has a more positive and connected feel to it by eliminating the keel pocket. This is
due to the lack of wing movement relative to the pilot and having the mass of the wing closer to
the pilot.
The pilot is now hanging from the aerodynamic centre of the wing, giving much greater pitch
and roll authority. The AERO is able to achieve a much broader speed range with less effort
needed to hold high speeds or turn the glider. You will discover that the AERO is a joy to ridge
soar and thermal.
Finally, its nice to know that at the end of that LONG flight you are flying the easiest to land
recreational wing available.

Safe Flying
The Enterprise Wings Team

MY FIRST X-C FLIGHT
Greetings,
I have just finished reading the State
and Club news section in June issue of
Skysailor where the "Bluff Knoll" comp
in Western Australia was mentioned. I
would like to share with you
(particularly up and coming pilots) my
first X-C flight that I experienced on the
second day of that compo
The day started out reasonably good
with everybody getting organized and
out to the tow paddock pretty early.
Unfortunately, the wind picked up to
about 15 knots which concerned me a
little being inexperienced and thinking
it would be easier to get in a lock out
situation. I took my time setting up
hoping a few people would get ready
and go before me. My plan worked as
I hadn't put the tension on my glider let
alone radios, harness and my tow
system by the time of briefing.
Fortu nat ely they set a 53km down wind
goal to Cranbrook. Flying a Mission I
wouldn't expect to get too far forward in
such a strong wind . No that I expected
to get away after spending all winter
and most of summer towing up and
down not even looking like getting out
of the paddock, partly due to the fact
that I didn't have instruments at that
stage.
I finally got ready about noon and
walked to the launch. By now, a few
people had towed and one had got
away. Then it was my turn. I jumped
into my harness and did a few last
minute checks feeling pretty nervous
about it all . I was clipped on to the tow
Ii ne, told the driver of the car to take up
tension, and when the wind steadied, I
went. I was surprised how easy it was
to get off in such a strong wind. I flew
into some good lift at about seven
hundred feet with half the paddock to
go and was unsure to release. By the
time I'd thought about it the vario had
stopped chirping and the car started
accelerating. I told the driver to stop if
I hit some more lift because he can use
the gauge in the car. He thought I said
stop straight away, and broug ht the car

to a halt. I released in all confusion, a
little bit annoyed with myself and
turned down wind back to the takeoff,
and after a few seconds found myself
back in the thermal I had just been
through. I turned in it a few times and
was only getting about 2/3 of a circle in
lift. In no time at alii found myself at
about 1200 ft directly over the back
fence not knowing whether to keep
going with it, or go and quench an
already dry mouth. A result of flying
with my mouth open, being inspired by
it all. A habit which I have since kicked.
I decided to put up with the discomfort
and keep going not really knowing what
to expect. With every circle I was
drifting further and further away from
the paddock.
I wish I paid more attention at the
briefing, not really knowing where I was
and the map they gave me buried in my
back pocket. The thermal stopped at
about 3500 ft, or I lost it, or something,
so I picked out a road downwind and
headed forthat hoping thatthis was the
pick up road. I got down to about 1000
ft and then "bang" I felt this huge jolt
and my vario started screaming and I
found myself going up at about 600 fpm
with bursts of 1000 up. After going over
the falls a couple of times, which was a
new experience (not a very pleasant
one, I might add), I got centered and
climbed to 5500 ft. A bit of a spectacle
seeing the highest I've been was about
1500 ft in a winds hear at Shelley
Beach . I turned down wind again and
picked out a paddock beside a road
and headed for that. I watched that
paddock go under me with my altimeter
still reading 4500 ft so I picked out
another one, and was half way there at
4000 ft when I hit more lift and climbed
back up to 51/2 grand . By this time I
was getting a pain in my right arm and
shoulder from holding the glider in a
turn all the time. I overcame this by
circling in the other direction. For the
next 45 mins I didn't get below 4000
and could see Cranbrook getting
closer and closer. I could also see an
airstrip on the right hand side of the
town and was a bit skeptical on going

near it. I left some lift what seemed like
about 5-7 kms out of town not to
concerned about finding more lift
because it seemed like it was
everywhere. That was the biggest
mistake I made. I landed in a paddock
about 1.5 kms out of town along side a
fairly popular road 1 1/2 hours later. (I
might add it wasn't a pick up road .)
I didn't know where to go or what to do
(when in doubt go to the pub). I packed
up my glider and threw it and the rest of
my stuff in the bushes and hitched a
ride into town to the pub with some very
understanding tourists who I hope I
don't see again because I gave them
wrong directions to the caravan park. I
sent them north instead of east.
I sat in the pub for almost 1/2 hour
drinking some well earned beers. The
locals in the pub probably thinking I
was a deviant or something sitting
there with a big grin on my face the
whole time. I decided I needed a feed
so I asked the bar maid for directions to
the burger shop and set off on my way.
I got half way there and looked up and
saw a glider at about 4000 ft. I got to
the shop and they fixed me up with
some food and a lift to the landing
paddock. To my surprise there was
three people down with one more
overhead.
After packing up, we
trucked off back to the caravan park.
This is where you realize just how far
you've travelled.
After putting my pin in and counting
51 .5kms on my first time out the
paddock I was pretty excited.
A combination of this fly and a 23km fly
on the 4th and final day, also getting
away on my first tow, put me into 5th
position overall out of a field of 14. I
now proudly display my trophy " Most
Improved Pilot"
Now residing back in ald. I would also
like to take this opp·ortunityto thank all
the boys in the HGAWA for their
company and good advice over the
past 18 months, and look forward to
seeing a few of them at the end of the
year.
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H.G.F.A. EXECUTIVE
MEETING.
6TH JUNE 1989
MINUTES.
1. The meeting began at 7.30pm. and
finished at 10pm.
2. Present were Bernie Baer
(Chairman) ,
Paul
Mollison
(V. President). Tony Armstrong
(National Safety Director), Brett Wright
(National Paragliding Coordinator)
and Steve Hocking (Administrator).
John Mahaffy (Parachutes Australia),
Nadia Frischknecht (Alpine Club) and
Denis Clancy (NSW.HGA) attended as
Observers.
Phil
Mathewson
(President) and David Heron (National
Coaching Coordinator) sent their
apologies.

4. Paul Mollison gave a long and
learned expositin of COA.95/32,which
deals with certification and use oftrikes
within the HGFA. The Order is over
120 pages long and was prepared and
drafted and then negotiated by Paul
Mollison overthe last four years "In his
spare time", Estimated cost of the
CAO - $50,000. It is hoped the CAO
will be promulgated on September 1st.
5. Tony Armstrong gave an account of
the NSWHGA Instructors seminar held
at Stanwell Park on ? to discuss (a)
the re-certification of instructors; (b)
the present system of training and
rating instructions; (c) the types of First
Aid Training best suited for Instructors
and (d) the issue of STMS and Novice
Ratings to students. A second meeting
will be held at Sports House, Sydney,
on 21 .6.89 at 7pm.

Mark Barnfield and himself. He said
the HGFA Executive should have the
power to remove and replace an editor
who did not measure up to the
standards and requirements ofthe job.
7. Brett Wright produced a long,
compr~hensive
MANUAL
of
PROCEDURES for PARAGLIDERS
which he and his Committee had
drafted over the last three months or
so. The Executive agreed that the
Manual should be printed and
circulated for consideration by
Convention 1989.

8. Convention 89.
(a) Convention 89 will be held in Room
404, Sports House, 161 Gloucester St.
Sydney 2000 on Friday, Saturday and
Sunday 4th, 5th & 6th August,
commencing with the President's
address of welcome at 1Oam on the
3. The minutes of 25.4.89 were read
6. The Secretary (Bernie Baer) said 4th;
out and discussed, and amended to
there were several pilots in Sydney (b) This would be followed by address
include: The Executive deplored the
who were willing to take on the by Trevor Burns (Civil Aviation
cancellation of the MAY Skysailor "for
editorship of Skysailor and guarantee Authority), Neil Richardson (Australian
lack of contributions" pointing out that
its production as directed by
Sports Commission) and Harvey
Convention 88 had been emphatic that
Convention
,
ego
Tony
Armstrong,
Ritchie (Sports Aviation Australia).
Skysailorwas to be published
The after-lunch session
monthly twelve times a year,
would be given over to a
to a standard that did credit to
NORTH
COAST
AVIONICS
PTY
LTD
review of HGFA activities
the HGFA and to hang gliding
during
the 1988-89 year;
Denis Cummings 066 856287
in Australia and as the
(c)
Saturday
would be
138 Lighthouse Rd BYRON BAY NSW 2481
principal source of news and
devoted
to
the
long
range
instruction for all pilots and
objectives
of
HGFA,
under
BORGELT VARIOMETERS - the most
other members of the HGFA.
the Chairmanship of Paul
advanced
in the world.
$1050.00
The Administrator was
Mollison, and along the lines
instructed to remind the editor
of
the Five Year Plan he
TOW
METERS
electronic
$165.00
of these requirements and to
presented
to Convention 88.
request him to hand over the
Should
time
permit, a
magazine to the Secretary
BATTERY CHARGERS - from car cig. lighter
debate
on
the
Constitutional
who would then be held
for NICADS
$ 35.00
Structure of the HGFA,
responsible for the remaining
for GELL CELLS (tell me size) $ 65.00
particularly
the role of the
issues of the magazine this
HGFA
Executive
Vis-a-vis
year".
The Administrator
the
State
Associations
and
Ol'
EAGLE
EYES
The
Flight
Glasses
chosen
reported that the Editor had
the
Regional
Clubs,
to
bring
by
the
World
champs.
no intention of resigning, that
it into line with the realities
PLAIN
$ 96.00
he had received only five
and
expectations of the
PRESCRIPTION
$136.00
pages of copy when he
membership
today, will be
needed twenty four, and that
undertaken;
All
prices
include
postage
in
Australia.
he did not feel called upon to
generate further copy himself
TO lET
to make up a complete issue,
as the membership itself had
BYRON BAY HOLIDAY HOUSE, complete with
failed to supply him with
hang gliders (Foil and Magic 4), catamaran,
material to publish.
surfboards (5), surf ski, windsurfer and other surf
toys - write or ring for brochure and rates.
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NEW SOUTH WALES
Cocoon Harness - suit 5'10", black,
excellent condition, $120
Phone Carl (062) 490284

GTR 162 (Int) - White skote LE, blue/
white. Will swap for Mars or Gyro,
$1600
Ph Rob (049) 497329 AH 499072 BH

QUEENSLAND
Moyes Missile 180 (Int) - Tandem
rebuilt by Moyes factory,
excellent condition - no prangs, $1500
ono
Ph (063) 613333 BH or 613315 AH

~,

GTR 151 WB (Int) - As new, low hours,
ex cond, top sail options, $3000
GTR 162 WB (Int) - Built Dec '88, low
hours, slight LE damage, top sail
options, $2700
GTR 162WB (Int) - As new, low hours,
ex cond, top sail options, must sell
(owner overseas), $2800
GTR 151 Race (Int) - Very good
condition , all dacron sail, $1500
Phone Vicky, Moyes factory (02)
3875114
GTR 162(lnt) - Fullyflaired , white,dark
blue LE, plus PA cocoon harness
$14000no
Paraglider - New Wave 250E 8 cell,
suit 45 - 70kg pilot. Pack and harness
$1400 ono, excellent cond, low usage
Brett (02) 9741158

GTR 162 (Int) - Good condition, pink
LE, yellow US, $2000 ono
Moyes cocoon harness, $150 ono
Parachute - never used (recently
repacked), $275 ono
Realistic radio 5 watt, 40 channel
(brand new), $200
Car CB still in box , $50 ono
Sky tech Flightdeck instruments
(mint condition), $685 ono
ph Michael (07) 8231231 AH 3790631
BH
GTR 148 (Int) - Black, dark blue, light
blue, white, fully flaired , good
condition, $1200
World Beater 151 (Int) - Dark blue,
light blue, grey, white, ultraweave
mainsail. Fully optioned and faired , 8
months old, immaculate condition,
$3200
Contact Trevor Crane (066) 793404
GTR 162 Race (Int) - White, blue LE,
orange flash , good condition, fully
flaired , flies well, 70z cloth , $2000
Ph Ron (079) 552913

VICTORIA
WINCH - Twin drum, running solid wire
(l.4mm). Powered by Kawasaki 900,
fitted with tension guages. All complete
on trailer, comes complete with
motorbike, reflex pulley and 2 km of
spare wire. Great for those tail wind
days or for teaching . Will teach to
operate, cost $3500 to make, sell for
$28000no
Foil 160B Racer (Int) - in excellent
condition, only 20hrs . Silver LE, mid
blue and pink US with red TE band,
$800 cheaper than new glider.
Reluctant sale, $3100
Phone Tony on (060) 561654
TRIKE - Swift 170, no flutters ,
strengthened. Sturdy trike, Robin 250
with belt reduction drive, 16 inch
balloon tyres, custom trailer, spare
prop, full set engine spares , $2500 ono
Ph John (03) 5970527 AH

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Moyes GTR 162 Race (Int) - Black LE,
red US, white contender cloth main
sail. Performs well, 19 months old.
Going cheap, $2200
Phone Pete Bolton (08) 3444135 AH
2606320 BH
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XS wins the last stormy day

In the 1989 World Championships at Fiesch
Switzerland, the Australian team , Steve
Blenkinsop, Drew Cooper, Mark Newland and
Steve Moyes , all but one flying the new XS's ,
excelled in the first 6 days of competition leading
strongly every day.
The seventh and final day started ominously,
with storm clouds and dangerous turbulence.
The majority of gliders did not make the first
turnpoint and four pilots were tumbled in the
dangerous turbulence but luckily nobody was
seriously hurt. As Steve Moyes put it when he
touched down ,"it was a struggle just to survive".
The Brazilian Paulo Coelho ,flying the new XS ,

Moyes California 22021 Covello St. .
California 91303.
Tel: (818) 887 3361 Fax: (818) 7020612

battled the extreme conditions and won the day
brilliantly, to be one of three pilots to make the
goal.
Not enough Australians completed the course on
the final day and therefore missed out on first
place but thanks to the excellent performance of
the XS's the Aussies came in a credible second
and an XS flown by Tomas Suchanek from
Czechoslovakia took second place in the
individual competition .
There were 4 XS's in the top ten of the World
Championships confirming the opinion of the
world's top pilots that the XS is the most
consistent glider and outperforms the rest even
under extreme weather conditions.

The Champions GDder.

Moyes Delta Gliders P/ L. . 173 Bronte Rd.
Waverley 2024 N.S.W. Australi a.
Tel: (02) 387 5114 Fax: (02) 387 4472

